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QUESTION 1

Name the 5 data management operations 

Correct Answer: Exporting data Deleting data Inserting data Updating data upsetting data 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Files can be uploaded on Chatter from: 

A. Files tab 

B. Documents tab 

C. Local file system of your computer 

D. Attachments from the `Notes and Attachments\\' related list 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

What are details of order of execution among validation rules, auto-response rules, assignment rules, triggers,
escalation rules, workflow rules etc.? 

Correct Answer: 1. System validation rules are executed like data type checking of the field values. So error for text
value in numeric field etc. 2. Before triggers execute. 3. Custom validation rules are executed like required field check
validation rule. So in the before trigger you can assign value to any such field which was left blank while creating the
record and the custom validation rule won\\'t give error then. 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Many-to-many relationship is created using? 

Correct Answer: Two master-detail relationships 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the various ways of making a tab (say Leads) hidden for any profile? 

Correct Answer: Make it `Tab Hidden\\' at profile level. (Other options are `Default On\\' and `Default Off\\'). Remove



Read access on Leads at the profile level. The tab automatically becomes hidden for that profile. 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Who gets full access to a record? 

Correct Answer: 1. Record Owner 2. User in a role higher than the owner in the role  

 

QUESTION 7

While filling out positions, the hiring manager wants to view job responsibilities and job description at the top of the
page; The recruiter wants to view the name of the hiring manager and the status at the top. Which tool would you use to
meet this requirement? 

A. Record Types 

B. Field Level Security 

C. Page Layouts 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

List the available tools to develop Visualforce pages 

Correct Answer: Inline editor Force.com IDE in Eclipse Developer console  

 

QUESTION 9

When can system fields data such as created by and created date be given customized values? 

Correct Answer: ONLY on initial data upload to Salesforce and ONLY when this feature has been enabled by Customer
Support 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which permissions does the File Owner have in Chatter which a File Collaborator does not have? 

Correct Answer: `Make files private\\' permission and `delete files\\' permission. A File Collaborator has these
permissions on a file View, download, share, change permission, edit the file, upload new versions of the file while a File
Owner has these permissions on a file. View, download, share, change permission, edit the file, upload new versions of
the file, make files private, delete files. 



 

 

QUESTION 11

A file which is private: 

A. Can always be viewed by only the owner of the file 

B. Can always be viewed by the owner of the file and by any user who has the \\'Modify All Data\\' permission. 

C. Depends. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which operations can and cannot be performed by any employee of an organization who does not have a Salesforce
license but has joined Chatter at the invitation of another user? 

Correct Answer: Invited users can view profiles, post on their feed, and join groups, but can\\'t see the Salesforce data
or records. 
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